Livoltek All-in-one Energy Storage System
Ready-to-use
As one package combining inverter, battery and accessories, it
enables operation after the plug-in of connectors.

Compact & Aesthetic
Compact design saves your space, while slim appearance fits your
home’s aesthetics.

Modular
The battery system is modular and can be expanded to exactly meet your
energy storage demand of future.

System Diagram
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Specifications
Model

Hyper-S- 3000

Hyper-S- 3680

Hyper-S- 4600

Hyper-S-5000

AC Output @ Grid
186 ~ 264Vac/ 50 or 60Hz

AC Input Voltage / Frequency
Nominal AC Power

3000W

3680W

4600W

5000W

Nominal AC Current

13.0A

16.0A

20A

21.7A

THD of AC Current

<3%

AC Output @ Off Grid
220Vac / 50 or 60Hz, Single Phase

AC Output Voltage / Frequency
Continuous Output Power (@25C )

3kVA

3.68kVA

4.6kVA

5kVA

AC Output Current

13.0A

16.0A

20A

21.7A

Peak Power

1.1 x Pnom, 10 sec; 1.5 x Pnom,100ms

Power Factor

0.8 inductive to 0.8 capacitive

Waveform

Pure Sinusoidal Wave

THD of AC Voltage

<3% with Resistive Load

Solar Input
Max. PV voltage

600V

MPPT voltage range

125-500V

Max. PV current

12A

12/12A

12/12A

12/12A

Max. Short Circuit Current

15A

15/15A

15/15A

15/15A

Strings per MPP Tracker

2

1

1

1

Number of MPP Trackers

1

2

2

2

100A

100A

Battery Input
Lithium Battery

Battery Type

40~60V

Battery Voltage

YES

Galvanic Isolation for Battery
Max Charge Current

60A

60A
CAN/RS485

BMS Communication

Over Voltage, Under Voltage, Over Current, Short Circuit, Over Temperature

Protection
Efficiency
MPPT Efficiency

99.90%

Euro Efficiency

96.50%

Max. Efficiency

97.80%

Battery Charge/Discharge Efficency

95%

General Data
415*635*155 mm (inverter)

Dimensions(W*H*D)
Weight

28kg

Mounting Information
Operating Temperature

35kg

33kg
Wall-mounted

-20℃ to +60℃(up 45℃ derating)

Relative Humidity

95%, no condensation

Operation Altitude

< 2000m

Ingress Protection

IP 65

Cooling Concept

35kg

Natural Cooling

Note: Further modifications may not be notified.
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Case Study
Patrik Schick’s Home

Location

Czech

PV capacity

5 kWp

Storage inverter

Hyper 5000

ESS

5 kWh

Annual production

5570 kWh per year

Tariff

€ 13 cents

Bill saving

€ 651 per year

Experiencing robust growth in PV installation driven by
generous FIT and green energy bonus, cumulative
capacity of PV in Czech exceeded 2GW in the end of
2019. However the pace is slow down in these years.
The government expected large solar plant to be built
without incentives. Policies turn to support residential PV
plus storage system through a specific program.
Livoltek hyper series offer all-in-one inverter plus storage
system for households in this country. With high flexibility
connectting with variously sized battery, it helps the
families to win the bonus and increase self-consumption.
After the deployment of PV plus storage system, residential users pay less energy bills. Statistics shows that an
average €126 per kWp is reduced annually in some
areas. Besides, people are more self-dependent in
power supply and preserve to use essential loads in case
of outages.
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“Although initial setup costs of obtaining a solar
system with battery storage might seem high, it’s
an investment that literally pays itself off. With
just a couple of solar panels installed, you can
have your home running on solar energy in no
time at all. This can eliminate or dramatically
decrease your monthly electric bills – depending
upon the system and its design. Sounds lovely,
doesn’t it? I think so too.
By including load management and Livoltek
battery storage systems, the level of self-consumption of solar energy can be further increased.
Especially in the event of peak tariff, the added
value of each kilowatt-hour increases which
contributes to a better return on equity of my
solar electric system.”
--- Patrik Schick

Case Study

Steven’s Home

Location

UK

PV capacity

5.07 kWp

Storage inverter

Hyper 5000

ESS

5 kWh

Annual production

5029 kWh per year

Tariff

€ 21 cents

Bill saving

€ 950 per year

Driven by technology advancing and financial incentive,
more and more families in UK turn to PV for greener
electricity and energy bill saving. Till 2019, number of PV
sites in the UK achieve 979,983 and the PV capacity per
capita approaches to 204W.
The share of PV in total electricity generation of UK
climes up to 3.9% in 2019. Home battery has become an
attractive component to combine with PV for more
independent power supply. It helps to overcome outages
and maintain power supply in cold winters. Additionally
home energy storage contributes to more energy bill
saving during peak tariff hours, which is not available for
battery-less PV system.

Hyper series inverter is designed with durable materials
and mature algorithm to comply regulatory requirements
for grid-tied PV system in this country.

“The ground-breaking Livoltek Hybrid is much
more than just an inverter. It is an intelligent,
integrated system that manages the energy you
generate effectively and ef�iciently.
The Hyper series work by storing surplus energy
in batteries for later use. The Hybrid also has
built-in UPS functionality, allowing the end user
to make use of their stored energy in the event of
a power outage. The Hyper series can also work as
a completely off-grid system. Great products.”
--- Steven

Livoltek, as a technology pioneer in power electronics,
developed proven hybrid inverter to integrate PV panels
and lithium battery to enable dispatchable solar energy
beyond day hours.
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Case Study
Henry’s Home

Location

Australia

PV capacity

5.22 kWp

Storage inverter

Hyper 5000

ESS

5 kWh

Annual production

9422 kWh

Tariff

A$ 38 cents

Bill saving

A$ 3222 per year

PV rooftop is booming in Australia stimulated by high
residential power tariff and financial incentives. 21% of
the homes have adopted rooftop solar and the total
installation reach at 2.56 million as of September of 2020.
High penetration of renewable energy like wind and PV
usually brings stability issues to power system. Households in peri-urban areas still suffer frequent outages as
on-grid PV system also depend on grid for operation.
Consumers are increasingly choosing battery for backup
supply and cut off peak hours bills.
Livoltek’s offering covers hybrid inverter for new installers
and retrofit inverter to combine battery only for existing
PV system.
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Retrofit series, include 3k and 5kW, meets the most
capacity requirements of upgrading existing PV system.
Thanks to the play-and-plug design, retrofit becomes
efficient to handle for stallers without need for high skills.
For better customer awareness of their energy uses, rich
data and events are collected, reported and displayed
through APP portal. All the Data are stored on the cloud
platform and can be access on demand in any time,
anywhere.

We already had solar panels but were very
interested in updating our system with batteries.
Livoltek products were really helpful, with installer coming to our house to check things out. They
explained clearly the cost bene�its of different
system upgrades.
There was never any push to go with the more
expensive solutions and he even suggested fewer
batteries than we initially thought we would
need… easy to understand and ful�ills my love for
statistics and graphs!
--- Henry

Case Study

Polo Lascia’s Home

Location

France

PV capacity

3 kWp

PV inverter

GT1-3K-S

Storage inverter

Retro-3680

ESS

5 kWh

Annual production

3480 kWh

Tariff

Euro 176 cents

Bill saving

551 Euro per year

Juin 28th 2018, The French government has published a
document named “ Mobilisation_PlaceAuSoleil”
For the past year, France has been committed to releasing renewable energies with the will to promote employment, energy sovereignty and territorial cohesion. The
energy transition law for green growth sets itself the
objective of reaching 32% of renewable electricity in the
energy mix by 2030. Meeting the objective of 50% of
nuclear power in the energy mix cannot be achieved
without taking the necessary steps. means of achieving
the renewable electricity production targets.

In France, the average price per kWh of electricity was
0.1765 € including tax in France in the first half of 2019,
in which around 0.045€ more is paid for the peak hour.
For a small family of 3-4 persons, per year, the total
consumption is around 1100 kWh/year to 4400 kWh/year.
Which means around 3kWh per person per day.
By using the solution of Livoltek for independent house,
They can save 551 Euro per year. If there is “surplus”,
they can also feedback to network, with a price of
0,10€/kWh within 20 years fixed..
We have our house in the countryside where we spend
only several months in total per year. The energy expenditure is high, especially during peak hours.
Today we have PV plus storage system to shave peak
demand and reduce energy bills. Moreover, the government suggested a self-consumption regulation, and the
reward of �irst-time installation makes it economic to
adopt PV plus battery.
Livoltek gives our families the chance to be one part of
our national goal, reaching 32% of renewable electricity by 2030, and I can satisfy myself with total independence.

Since then, Livoltek launched the local conformity certificate process.

I am old now, I hope that this can also become my
heritage to my children if I could say so.

In January 2019, Livoltek entered into the French market
for the first time, a small group with 2 employees were
settled in France in order to be closer with Clients.

--- Polo Lascia
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